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1947, Saint Louis bombers < p > early in 1947, that is only black-and-white photographs of the era, stars are wearing short sleeved
shirt, short pants and canvas shoes to play. later became a small shirt vest, noticed the waist up? When the player beam depends on
the trousers buckle belt; belt until 60 years before the era of the stage exit. and Chamberlain 76 Jersey < p > in 1967, Chamberlain's
76ers Jersey appeared bold and bright red, white background and blue decorations collocation, very classic. But at the time the shirt
collar and sleeves position has no edge, a bit thin in Dashuai sturdy body. 1970, Cincinnati Royal Jersey < p > when Royal Jersey
boldly adopted vertical write the name of the design method, and the chest C represents (Tom van ASDA) players of this is captain of
the team. 1970, Alhambra Faroe warriors jerseys < br / > the diagonal elements of the design in the 1970s began to reflect, Brad
Faroe warriors opened the first of its kind. In recent years, the development and the sun's shirt to see such a design. 1970's early
age, Hayes - Elvin One of the most special designs in the history of , blue and white stripes extending from the shoulders to the
trousers. The chest has not any name name / city. 1972, Pete Maravich - < p > this jersey and before Hayes's shirt is very similar, but
coherence stripe is not so clear-cut, chest can still see the name. In addition Celtic's Jersey, has been very similar to the current.
1973, Tomjanovich < p > note Tomjanovich wear stockings, is somewhat similar to the style of this and modern football socks,
stockings along and team colors and anastomosis of decoration. 1970 years, Erwin - Julius This is the ABA Jersey design unilateral
decoration, but the biggest flaw is the 76 Jersey and too similar. 70's, Cleveland accusative - Smith design of this shirt is quite bold,
in Jersey with the edges on multicolored neon stripes, this style is reminiscent of the barber shop. 1974, the Washington Bullets looks
very familiar? Because the Wizards replaced the shirt design in 2011, retro used then bullets color. In fact, some good design is
timeless. 1976, Bill - Walton 1976, Bill - Walton dressed in red Blazers jerseys, but the most notable was nothing more than his color
stripe ribbon, at NBA are very rare. Now, more and more people with the hair in the league, but also the unity of color and style.
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